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Located on the edge of the Olympic Park, this economy
hotel is a practical choice with air conditioning and simple
facilities. It’s just 3 min. from the nearest U-Bahn and 20
min. walking distance from the BMW World.

IBIS BUDGET OLYMPIAPARK

[hotel category 1*]



Located on the west side of the Olympia park, the B&B
has a great price-quality ratio. A perfect economical
alternative for a minimalistic and clean room. Just 3
minutes to the nearest U-Bahn and just 20 min. walk from
the BMW Welt.

B&B HOTEL MÜNCHEN-OLYMPIAPARK

[hotel category 2*]



Comfortable and modern with
excellent room rates. Each room has
a small kitchen area, which is very
useful for a multi-day trip. Just 3
min. from the U-Bahn station and 20
min. walking distance from the BMW
World.

Clean, tidy and cozy, exactly what
you need for overnight stays. Good
value, quality and location. It is the
closest hotel to the BMW World, just
a 10 minute walk.

This serviced apartment is an
excellent choice for single travelers.
The rooms and facilities are very
new, clean and comfortable. It is
situated right at the doorstep of the
U-Bahn.

[hotel category 3*]

APARTHOTEL ADAGIO 
OLYMPIAPARK

ARTHOTEL ANA IM 
OLYMPIAPARK

H.OME SERVICED APARTMENTS 
MUNCHEN



With its characteristic turquise color
palette, the Motel One is great option
for a delightful stay in Munich.
Located in a quite area with easy
access to the U-Bahn station. The
BMW World is about 30 min. walking
distance.

Offer stylish furnished rooms
combining modern living style and
warm comfort. Artistic details can be
found everywhere. Located near the
Train Station, it has easy access to
public transportation and the city
center.

[hotel category 3*]

MOTEL ONE MÜNCHEN 
OLYMPIAPARK

ARTHOTEL MUNICH



Located close by the Olympiapark,
this business hotel offers a modern
atmosphere with traditional Bavarian
delicacies at the hotels bistro bar.
About 35 min. walking distance from
the BMW World.

Located on the historic ground of
Munich’s first airport Oberwiesenfeld,
and north of the Olympia Park, the
hotel welcomes its guests with a
clever mix of modern architecture
and trendy furnishings.

The foyer wows with clear,
minimalistic design, inviting guests to
linger for a drink and a quick bite
after checking in. The modern rooms
offer great comfort. Located directly
across Munich’s main train station.

[hotel category 4*]

LEONARDO HOTEL 
OLYMPIAPARK

LEONARDO ROYAL EUROSTARS GRAND CENTRAL



Based on a modern indie feel, this
boutique hotel has interesting touches
of different designs and authentic
Israeli cuisine invite for an explosion
of all senses. No two rooms are the
same. Centrally located near Munich‘s
train station.

Each floor is dedicated to a literary
genre; the corridors and guestrooms
pay tribute to the great writings of
world history. It has a clear and
stylish design for a special stay in
Munich. Located directly across the
main train station.

[hotel category 4*]

25 HOURS
THE ROYAL BAVARIAN

EUROSTAR BOOK HOTEL



Offering spacious elegance in a
unique ambience with character and
local heritage, the Hilton Park is the
perfect urban escape to elevate new
spirits. Located just next to the
wonderful English Garden.

*non-categorized

The hotel combines the old-world flair
of a charming European hotel with
the modern amenities sophisticated
travelers need.

Conviniently located across the main
central station and just steps for the
city center.

As soon as you set foot in this Grand
Hotel, you will be struck by the sense
of luxury with a personal touch.
Celebrities and world leaders alike
pick this hotel for their says in the
city.

[hotel category 5*]

HILTON PARK LE MERIDIEN BAYERISCHER HOF



The luxurious design and timeless
elegance of the 5-Star hotel makes
for a sweet escape from the big city,
which is just steps away.

Located on the Maximilianstrasse it’s
perfect for a stroll and window
shopping at Munich’s luxury brand
shops.

The historical hotel building
impresses with its architectural class
and cosmopolitan hotel culture.
French way of life blends with
Bavarian joie de vivre.

Located directly next to the main
train station.

Feel at home in the spacious rooms
and discover a cozy and comfortable
atmosphere. The ISAR SPA offers a
variety of massages and treatments,
helping you to revitalize your body!

*non-categorized

[hotel category 5*]

VIER JAHRESZEITEN KEMPINSKI SOFITEL WESTIN



This luxurious hotel offers you rooms
and suites, which contain
sophisticated interior details and
inspiring works of art.

[hotel category 5*]

ANDAZ
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